INCOME DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
JANUARY 21, 2011 - JANUARY 20, 2012

MONTHLY COMMISSION PAYMENTS (U.S. DOLLARS)
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The earnings of the FHTM Independent Representatives in the above chart are not necessarily representative of
the income, if any, that a FHTM IR can or will earn through his or her participation in the FHTM Compensation
Plan. These figures should not be considered as guarantees or projections of your actual earnings or profits. An
FHTM IR’s success depends upon and requires successful sales efforts, hard work, leadership and teamwork.
The income statistics shown above are for all Fortune Hi-Tech Marketing, Inc. (FHTM) Independent Representatives
residing in the United States and who qualified to receive commission or gathered a customer during the
12-month reporting period of January 21, 2011 through January 20, 2012. The amounts above are in addition to
and do not include profits earned on the resale of products to consumers. Presidential Ambassadors are
National Sales Managers that have been recognized by the FHTM Executive Staff for exemplary performance
and as such, have been included in the National Sales Manager category. Average monthly payment is based
only on months that Representatives received payment. A paid Independent Representative (IR) is an IR who
earned at least one commission or bonus payment during the reporting period. During the reporting period
63.56% of all active Independent Representatives earned at least one commission or bonus payment. FHTM
does not issue commission checks in amounts less than $15.00, balances below this mark roll forward until the
commission exceeds $15.00, at which time a commission check is issued. All IRs enrolled during the last three
months of the statement period were considered active, but those IRs who did not gather a customer after
September 30, 2011 were not included for purposes of the statement.
FHTM has been built on a foundation of honesty, respect and responsibility. We have a strong commitment to
ethics and require that our Independent Representatives follow the FHTM Policies and Procedures, the FHTM
Code of Ethics, as well as the DSA Code of Ethics. Whether you are just being introduced to FHTM or you are
already an IR, you can rest assured that this organization believes in integrity, opportunity and a strong work
ethic.
FHTM strives to conduct business in compliance with the standards established by government agencies and the
direct sales industry. Whether you decide to become and FHTM IR or not, you should protect yourself from
involvement with pyramid schemes. A pyramid scheme is a fraudulent, non-sustainable business model in which
vested members are promised large profits without selling products or services and are compensated based
solely on the recruitment of new members.

INCOME CLAIMS POLICY
The Federal Trade Commission and several states have laws or regulations governing how income claims and
testimonials made by persons engaged in direct sales are presented. Per FHTM policy, when presenting or
discussing the FHTM opportunity to a prospective FHTM Independent Representative (IR), an IR must not
make income projections (including the number of customers gathered, customers accumulated within the
organization, IRs sponsored, IRs accumulated by the downline, etc.) or disclose his or her FHTM income
(including the showing of checks, copies of checks, bank statements, tax records, etc.). The FHTM Income
Disclosure Statement (IDS) is provided to convey accurate information regarding income that is earned by
FHTM IRs. All prospective Representatives must be made aware of the IDS and provided access to it. Copies
of the IDS may be printed without charge from the company website at www.fhtm.com.

Prohibited and/or Regulated Income Claims include:

Examples:

Statements of Earnings, both average and non-average

“Our top Representatives make X dollars per month.”

Statements of Earning Ranges

“We have Regional Sales Managers making anywhere
from X dollars per month to X dollars per month.”

Income Testimonials

“I made more after 6 months with FHTM than I made
at my job,” or “I became debt free due to my
FHTM business.”

Lifestyle Claims

Lifestyle claims include statements, pictures, and other
references to large homes, vehicles, vacations or other
items inferring wealth derived from the FHTM business
model. “My spouse is now able to stay at home with
our children.”

Hypothetical Claims

Hypothetical Claims are used to show what compensation
may be earned with hypothetical numbers. These
are projections made to create a picture of what could
happen if you become a FHTM Independent
Representative. “In your first month as an FHTM IR,
I promise you will make X amount.”

